A little weaker conjecture than I would be the following: CONJECTURE II. h(z) has a nonvanishing derivative in \z\ <1. The Conjecture I would mean that under this composition rule 5 forms a semi-group containing the unit element z/(l-z) 2 . The interest in Conjectures I and II lies in the fact that even from the weaker Conjecture II Bieberbach's conjecture would follow immediately.
Indeed by setting
=H z n n one would obtain the composed function a n h(z) -aiz H z n , n and from the nonvanishing of its derivative in \z\ < 1 the inequality dn a x would follow.
We shall prove that the even weaker Conjecture II is false. The possibility still remains that the conjectures are true for functions with real coefficients.
Another disproof of Conjecture II by B. Epstein and I. J. Schoenberg was kindly communicated to the authors by I. J. Schoenberg. b n = ne H (n + 1), (e constant, | e | =1).
ia
We compose now two functions of type (2.1) according to composition rule (1) and differentiate. The power series representing the derivative has coefficients of z n~l of the form
hi -W -1.
Summing up, we obtain the function
We will show that not for all pairs e, 17 of absolute value 1, the zeroes of 
"Ik
The last expression is not purely imaginary if €5^ + 1. Hence the contradiction.
We should like to remark that one can also obtain another disproof of Conjecture I by composing f ( (z) with itself and check the well known inequality | a2 -a3| = * f°r schlicht mappings. One easily computes that this inequality is not satisfied for instance for € = i.
However, our previous consideration is preferable because it even disproves II and is of absolutely elementary nature.
